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The Mondale-Kissinger
threat to America's
national security
by Warren Hamerman

Walter Mondale's presidential candidacy is a grave national security threat not
merely because he is the preferred candidate in Moscow for the Democratic Party
nomination. Nor is Mondale being promoted by the international Pugwash net
works, which are committed to destroying U.S. national sovereignty and institut
ing a world government, merely because of his violent opposition to the policy of
President Reagan's "Mutually Assured Survival" speech on March 23. Nor is the
danger to national survival merely posed by the fact that Mondale enjoys the full
backing of both the Democratic Party's "Politburo" of Harriman, Kirkland, and
Manatt and the Kissinger wing of the Republican Party-a "Benedict Arnold
alliance" beyond allegiance to party, country, or Western Judeo-Christian
civilization.
Each of these facts, which EIR has documented, would be ample justification
to purge Mondale from the U.S. political scene.
But some time between now and the period well before either the Democrats
or Republicans hold their nominating conventions next summer, the Soviet mili
tary command and Russian Orthodox Church are proceeding to challenge the
United States militarily in a fullscale global showdown, out of which they hope to
emerge as the triumphant "Third and Final Roman Empire." The entire Democratic
Party's officially approved presidential nomination puppet show now on tour
including the "frontrunner puppet" Walter Mondale, with the supporting cast of
other Petrouchkas who all savagely oppose U.S. adoption of a crash defense
program including laser and energy-beam defensive weapons-is winning rave
reviews in Russia. Only the "unorthodox" challenge of Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.
for the Democratic nomination is being denounced in Moscow, for only his policies
represent a potential threat to Russian "Third Rome" delusions.
The emcee of the Moscow-approved Democratic Party road show, which is
presenting a "nuclear freeze soap opera" promoting the reasonableness of the
Russian leadership in contrast to "warmonger" Reagan, is Moscow's man from
Hollywood, Charles T. Manatt. The Democratic puppet show is meant to stir up
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Walter Mondale addressing an appreciative audience at the Sept. 29. 1982 Human Rights Campaign-a homosexual organizatio�
dinner in New York City.

the political conditions in the country which will make it
appear politically unwise for President Reagan to make the
command decision to order a full emergency war production
mobilization, before we face a thermonuclear Pearl Harbor.
The Democratic Party show is designed to give the national
media, a fifth column for Russian propaganda, a series of
barely credible pretexts to lie about the "mood" or "senti
ments" of the American pUblic. The President's politic:al
consultants are intended to talk him into "delaying" and
"moderating" his responses to the unfolding encroachments
of the Russians.
The script handed to Manatt's marionettes is that the
United States must cut, not increase the defense budget, at
the same time the President must stop "provoking" and start
giving ground to the Soviet bear, lest it get really angry.
Presumably, they argue, America's budget deficits will be
annihilated in World War III.

'Pre-emptive surrender'
On Nov. 29 in New York City the "front runner puppet"
Mondale was handed the following lines to read at the Sum
mit Hotel:
"We're further away from a new arms control agreement
with the Soviets than we ever were before. . . . Of course, I
support the nuclear freeze, but other measures are necessary.
I'm proposing that we start having annual summits between
the U. S. President and the Soviet head of state. And when I
get to one of those summits, I'm going to take the Soviet
head of State behind closed doors and grind away for three
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or four days. " Later at a forum sponsored by the New Dem
ocratic Coalition, Mondale denounced the U.S. deployment
of Pershing II missiles in Europe as "destabilizing," and
pledged to cancel the B-1 bomber and MX missile, to com
plete unilateral disarmament.
Mondale's "preventive surrender" policy was sketched
in detail in the Dec. 5 issue of Newsweek by one of his
mentors, former Defense Secretary and World Bank head
Robert McNamara. McNamara is the father-in-law of the
notorious Robert Pastor, the top Mondale aide who was an
adviser to Gen. Hudson Austin of Grenada after Austin had
pulled the bloody coup that threatened the lives ofthe U. S.
students on the island. In Newsweek. McNamara presented a
"defense program" of 18 points which included: "Announce
that we would not retaliate against a nuclear strike until we
had ascertained the source of the attack, the size of the attack
and the intentions of the attacker"; unilaterally halt develop- .
ment of so-called destabilizing weapons systems like the
MX; no deployment of Pershing lIs to Western Europe; and
"negotiate a ban on weapons in space," a direct counter to
beam defense.
This is nothing but the straightforward policy of the Tri
lateral Commission, set at their meeting in Italy only a few
days after President Reagan made his historic March 23
speech. Trilateral Commission founding member Henry Kis
singer, while in Rome at the meeting, denounced Reagan's
new policy as "Neanderthal. " Trilateral Commission mem
bers Mondale, Kirkland, Volcker, Winston Lord, Sol Linow
itz, Bill Hyland, Cyrus Vance, et al. have been implementing
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the policy since. Mondale's campaign advisers include three
high-level Kissinger operatives-William Hyland (editor of
ForeignAffairs), Winston Lord (Kissinger's fonner aide and
current President of the New York Council of Foreign Rela
tions), and Viron P. Vaky (National Security Council Latin
American expert).
The Trilateral Commission was the Jimmy Carter admin�
istration, which the American public so decisively rejected
when Reagan was elected in 1980. Aside from Mondale and
Carter himself, 18 Trilateral Commission members held top
positions in that administration. Of the 35 names on Mon
dale's advisers list today, 23 were members of the Carter
administration, the presidency so decisively humiliated in
the last elections because it reeked of pure immorality.

The dirty boys network
Walter Mondale and Henry Kissinger are not merely U.S.
national security threats because of their defense and eco
nomic policies. They are the outfront political spokesmen for
a "worldwide dirty boys network." Mondale and Kissinger
along with Kissinger's business partner and NATO heir-ap
parent Lord Carrington-run the political protection for child
pornography rings, pedophilia, drug pushing, cults, and ter
rorism, as we shall document in the following pages.
In this Special Report, we detail the following aspects of
the supranational network which Mondale and Kissinger
represent:
1) How the Hubert Humphrey Institute, named for Walter
Mondale's political mentor and now the keystone in the Mon
dale machine, has functioned since the downfall of the Cart
er-Mondale regime as a center for every subversive conspir
acy against the United States as a nation and the American
System tradition, including collaborating with the Soviet KGB
to such ends. Only those naive enough to believe that Henry
Kissinger is a "Republican" partisan will be surprised to learn
that Kissinger was in on the ground floor in establishing this
center for bringing American high-technology industry and
agriculture to an end, and the Reagan administration along
with it.
2) How Walter Mondale personally, along with the Cart
er-Mondale administration as a whole, facilitated the devel
opment of the mass-murdering Rev. Jim Jones cult as a po
litical asset.
3) The Mondale connection to the political networks that
appease and protect-under the guise of "human rights"
the perpetrators of kidnapping and child sexual abuse rings
that claim a quarter million children every year.
By raising .the specter of Caligula as President of the
United States, the enemies of Western civilization hope to
destroy the fighting morale of the American citizenry. The
hideous Sodom and Gomorrah is meant to be installed after
the global showdown, as Moscow's satrapy in Washington.
Read the following dossier carefully. There is no prospect
worse than being a "survivor" in Moscow's Third and Final
Roman Empire.
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The think tank
by William Engdahl
On May 24 of this year one of the most significant political
gatherings of recent history took place in Minneapolis, Min
nesota, at the commercial center of world agricultural com
m�ity trade. Under security provisions nonnally given only
heads of state, a delegation of the highest levels of Soviet
military and political intelligence operatives quietly gathered
for five days of strategy planning to prevent the re-election
of President Reagan in 1984.
Despite the fonnal protests of a number of U.S. senators,
and with extraordinary security clearance from George
Shultz's State Department and the FBI (whose head, Judge
William Webster, publicly contradicted President Reagan's
charge that the U.S. and European "peace" movement was
being run out of Moscow), 25 Russian intelligence operatives
converged on Minneapolis. They met with the architects of
the anti-Reagan nuclear freeze movement, including George
Rathjens of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT),
fonner chief U.S. delegate to the Pugwash East-West disar
mament forum, and a leading enemy of President Reagan's
beam defense policy; Randall Forsberg, initiator of the Nu
clear Freeze resolution, a frequent visitor to Moscow, and
fonner staffer of the Stockholm International Peace Research
Institute (SIPRI); Marcus Raskin of the radical left Institute
for Policy Studies in Washington; and Barney Saunders of
Cargill, since 1963 one of the world's biggest East-West
grain traders.
The Russian delegation was headed by Gen. Mikhail
Milshtein of GRU military intelligence, an acknowledged
top expert on U.S. weapons technology. Also present was
Andropov mouthpiece and top KGB operative Fyodor Bur
latskii, whose recent writings in Literaturnaya Gazeta have
denouncedEIR founder Lyndon LaRouche, while calling the
U.S. beam defense policy a casus belli. Georgi Arbatov's
U.S.A. and Canada Institute was heavily represented, along
with spokesmen for the patriarchiate of the Russian Orthodox
Church and the Russian All-Union Council of Evangelic
Christian-Baptist Churches (the last seems to have been the
Moscow point-man for Rev. Billy Graham's recent shocking
"conversion" to Russian orthodoxy).
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